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Abstract

Differentiable simulators provide an avenue for closing the sim2real gap by enabling the use of efficient, gradient-based optimization algorithms to find the simulation parameters that best fit the observed sensor readings. Nonetheless, these analytical models can only predict the dynamical behavior of systems they have been designed for. In this work, we study the augmentation of a differentiable rigid-body physics engine via neural networks that is able to learn nonlinear relationships between dynamic quantities and can thus learn effects not accounted for in the traditional simulator. By optimizing with a sparse-group lasso penalty, we are able to reduce the neural augmentations to the necessary inputs that are needed in the learned models of the simulator while achieving highly accurate predictions.

1 Introduction

Physics engines enable the accurate prediction of dynamical behavior of systems for which an analytical model has been implemented. Given such models, Bayesian estimation approaches [1] can be used to find the simulation parameters that best fit the real-world observations of the given system. With the advent of differentiable simulators, gradient-based optimizers can further improve the speed of convergence of such inference approaches.

Nonetheless, the sim2real gap remains for most systems we use in the real world. For example, in typical simulations used in robotics, the robot is assumed to be an articulated mechanism with perfectly rigid links, even though they actually bend under heavy loads. Motions are often optimized without accounting for air resistance. In this work, we focus on overcoming such errors due to unmodeled effects by implementing a differentiable rigid-body simulator that is enriched by fine-grained data-driven models.

Our contributions are three-fold:

1. We present an architecture for designing differentiable simulators that enables the augmentation of analytical models with data-driven function approximators at any point in the computation graph. This approach generalizes previous residual and entirely data-driven models for learning dynamics.

2. Through techniques from neural network sparsification, we define an optimization objective that results in minimally invasive augmentations that only depend on input quantities that influence the part of the dynamics being learned.
3. We demonstrate how such identified augmentations can help drastically reduce the model error on example systems involving unmodeled effects, such as joint friction and drag. Given positions and velocities, neural networks that learn corrections on the force level are trained which results in a hybrid simulator that remains compatible with the Newton-Euler equations.

2 Related Work

Various methods learn system dynamics from time series data of a real system. Such “intuitive physics” models often use deep graph neural networks to discover constraints between particles or bodies [2–9]. We propose a general-purpose hybrid simulation approach that combines analytical models of dynamical systems with data-driven residual models that learn parts of the dynamics unaccounted for by the analytical simulation models.

Originating from traditional physics engines [10–12], differentiable simulators have been introduced that leverage automatic, symbolic or implicit differentiation to calculate parameter gradients through the analytical physics models for rigid-body dynamics [13–18], light propagation [19–21], and other physical phenomena [22, 23].

Residual physics models [24–27] augment physics engines with learned models to reduce the sim2real gap, i.e. the error between the simulated and the measured state from the real system. Most of these approaches introduce residual learning to the output of the physics engine, while we propose a more fine-grained approach, similar to Hwangbo et al. [26] and Pfrommer et al. [28], where only a few places inside the simulator are enriched by data-driven models. While the network in [26] learns the actuator dynamics through supervised learning, our end-to-end differentiable model allows backpropagation from indirectly involved quantities to any part of the computation graph, including neural network weights. Such approach has the benefit that quantities, such as a robot’s joint angles, are often much easier and more accurately to measure compared to quantities, such as external forces, which are much harder to observe. By differentiating through the loss defined on a trajectory of joint positions and velocities, in this work, we are able to learn passive force models for which accurate training data (on the force level) would be very challenging to obtain.

3 Approach

3.1 Hybrid Simulation

We propose a technique for hybrid simulation that leverages differentiable physics models and neural networks to close the sim2real gap via system identification. By enabling any part of the simulation to be replaced or augmented by neural networks, we can learn unmodeled effects from data.
Table 1: Comparison of dynamics modeling approaches (only selected works) along the axes of analytical and data-driven modeling, end-to-end differentiability, and hybrid approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Analytical</th>
<th>Data-driven</th>
<th>End2end</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physics engine</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual physics</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learned physics</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differentiable sim.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Comparison of system identification results from purely local Levenberg-Marquardt optimization (left) and a random restart strategy (right). The link lengths of a double pendulum are the two simulation parameters to be estimated from joint position trajectories. The true parameters are 3 and 4 (indicated by a star), and the colors indicate the $\ell_2$ distance between the optimized parameters and the ground-truth (darker shade indicates lower error).

Template meta-programming, our C++ implementation allows any intermediate value used in a simulation to be augmented by neural networks that accept input connections from any other variable. In our simulation framework, such neural scalars are assigned a unique name, to be referenced in a “neural blueprint”, which specifies the neural network architecture, and which input and output variables are involved. We compute gradients of the weights and analytical simulation parameters using the multi-dimensional dual number implementation from the Ceres optimizer [29]. Many other automatic differentiation libraries (Stan Math, CppAD, etc.) are supported.

3.2 Overcoming Local Minima

System identification for nonlinear mechanisms, or systems involving contact, results in a highly nonconvex loss landscape which is fraught with poor local minima. Even estimating the link lengths of a double pendulum given a trajectory of joint angles and velocities often results in poor estimates when solely local optimizers, such as Levenberg-Marquardt, are applied (see Figure 2 left). To overcome these problems, we use tools from global optimization, e.g. parallel basin hopping [32], that combine solutions from local optimizers and restart them from many different guesses. We further leverage Pagmo [33] that provides a library of population-based algorithms and other global optimization approaches that run many gradient-based solvers in parallel.

4 Experiments

4.1 Learning Air Resistance in Golfing

To demonstrate how differentiable simulators can benefit from neural networks augmenting the implemented dynamics equations, we equip a rigid-body physics engine with a learned model that accounts for drag. Such phenomenon has nonlinear effects on the dynamics of objects moving through a medium, such as air, that has nonzero viscosity and density. Our hybrid simulator equipped with a three-layer feed-forward neural network (Figure 1 right) learns the passive forces necessary to
Figure 3: Left: Neural augmentation for a double pendulum that learns joint damping which is a force $\tau_i$ that linearly depends on $\dot{q}_i$. Given the fully connected neural network (left), after 15 optimization steps using the sparse group lasso cost function (Equation 1) (right), the input layer (light green) is sparsified to only the relevant quantities that influence the dynamics of the observed system. Right: Final mean squared error (MSE) on test data after training a feed-forward neural network and our hybrid physics engine on a set of trajectories from a double pendulum that has joint friction and stiffness. While the neural-network baseline is able to closely match the dynamics after a few hundred trajectories, our model achieves a higher accuracy with orders of magnitude less training samples.

correct the analytical physics engine that models the golf ball’s motion in vacuum. Trained on 20 different golf ball pushes (forces), the hybrid simulator generalizes well to other initial conditions.

4.2 Discovering Neural Augmentations

In our previous experiments we carefully selected which simulation quantities to augment by neural networks. While it is expected that air resistance and other effects result in passive forces that need to be applied to the rigid bodies in the simulator, it is often difficult to foresee which dynamical quantities actually influence the dynamics of the observed system. Since we aim to find minimally invasive data-driven models, we focus on neural network augmentations that have the least possible effect while achieving the goal of high predictive accuracy. Inspired by Sparse Input Neural Networks (SPINN) [34], we adapt the sparse-group lasso [35] penalty for the cost function:

$$L = \sum_t ||f_\theta(s_{t-1}) - s^*_t||_2^2 + \kappa||\theta_{[1]}||_1 + \lambda||\theta_{[1]}||_2^2, \quad (1)$$

given weighting coefficients $\kappa, \lambda > 0$, where $f_\theta(s_{t-1})$ is the state predicted by the hybrid simulator given the previous simulation state $s_{t-1}$ (consisting of $q, \dot{q}$), $s^*_t$ is the state from the observed system, $\theta_{[1]}$ are the network weights of the first layer, and $\theta_{[1:]}$ are the weights of the upper layers.

We demonstrate the approach on a double pendulum system that is modeled as a frictionless mechanism in our analytical physics engine. The reference system, on the other hand, is assumed to exhibit joint friction, i.e. a force proportional to and opposed to the joint velocity. As expected, compared to a fully learned dynamics model, our hybrid simulator outperforms the baselines significantly [Figure 3]. As shown on the right, convergence is achieved while requiring orders of magnitude less training samples. At the same time, the resulting neural network augmentation converges to weights that clearly show that the joint velocity $\dot{q}_i$ influences the residual joint force $\tau_i$ that explains the observed effects of joint friction in joint $i$ [Figure 3 left].

5 Conclusion

We presented a differentiable simulator for articulated rigid-body dynamics that allows the insertion of neural networks at any point in the computation graph. Through gradient-based optimization, nonlinear effects can be learned by these data-driven models while their contributions are kept at a minimum through the sparse-group lasso penalty. Based on our results on more complex systems [36], we further plan to investigate real-world applications in robotics, where the sim2real gap can be reduced by leveraging our hybrid simulation approach.
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